ENGLISH
Year 5&6
Summer Term Week 8
Day 2, Lesson 7

Unit/Lesson focus: the aim of this unit of learning is to write a formal nonchronological report linked to the video ‘Pandora’ located on the following
website http://www.literacyshed.com/the-sci---fi-shed.html
We will be revising the features of non-chronological reports and focus on a
range of vocabulary and grammatical structures that add the level of detail,
precision and formality required in a non-chronological report.
Credit @www.literacyshed.com

Unit Learning Objectives:
L.O.: To use a wide range of clause structures in sentences
L.O.: To use adverbs, prepositions and expanded noun phrases to add detail
L.O.: To use a range of cohesive devices within and across sentences
L.O.: To select vocabulary and grammatical structures for formality
L.O.: To write a non-chronological report

Lesson 7
L.O.: To create a paragraph using grammatical
structures for a formal tone
I can create a paragraph using grammatical structures for a
formal tone
I can also create a paragraph using vocabulary and
grammatical structures for a formal tone
I can even use a wide range of vocabulary and grammatical
structures for a formal tone

Vocabulary focus:

Subject verb
agreement

Subject/Verb Agreement: The
Rules

Singular

The subject and the verb of a sentence must always agree for the
sentence to be grammatically correct.
What do you notice about the subject and verb in these sentences?

Thomas likes milk.

A hen lays eggs.
A singular (one) subject is always followed by the singular form of
the verb.

Subject/Verb Agreement: The
Rules
Plural
What do you notice about the subject and verb in these sentences?

The mice run from the cat.
The children follow the Pied Piper.
A plural (more than one) subject is always followed by the plural form
of the verb.

Subject/Verb Agreement: The
Rules
To help with correct verb
agreement,
the basic rule is:
•
•

If the subject is singular (one)
the verb must be singular.
If the subject is plural (more than
one) the verb must be plural.

To form the plural of a verb in the
present tense, you should remove the
s (or sometimes ‘es’ or ‘ies’) from the
singular form.
Here are some examples of verbs in
their present tense singular and plural
form…

Singular

Plural

becomes

become

catches

catch

drinks

drink

flies

fly

forgives

forgive

goes

go

hides

hide

leads

lead

rides

ride

seeks

seek

springs

spring

tears

tear

writes

write

Subject/Verb Agreement: The Tricky
Bits
The verb ‘to be’ follows a different rule when it comes to
subject/verb agreement.
The irregular verb forms of ‘to be’ are very commonly misused.
Where there is one subject (singular), the correct use of ‘to be’ is either
is, am or was...

I am/was

I am/I was feeling excited.

He is/was

He is/He was very gentle.

She is/was

She is/She was playing tennis.

It is/was

It is/It was a bright summer’s day.

Subject/Verb Agreement: The Tricky
Bits
In the plural form, the correct use of ‘to be’ is either are or were...

We are/were

We are/We were excited.

You are/were

You are/You were all in deep trouble.

They are/were

They are/They were playing all day.

Now you have revised subject/verb agreement,
could you answer some quick questions on the topic?

Subject verb agreement = The subject and the verb of a
sentence must always agree for the sentence to be
grammatically correct.

Example Sentences
Hussein and Paul was playing football after school.
This is incorrect as there are two people, so the plural verb needs
to be used.

Hussein and Paul were playing football after school.

Questions

Rewrite the incorrect sentences so that
the subject and verb agree.

Today you are going to create your final paragraph
Remind yourselves of the features of
a non-chronological report by
watching this clip.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clipsvideo/english-ks1-ks2-how-to-write-a-nonchronological-report/zvbtscw

Your last paragraph is going to
highlight the dangers or threats to
the creature’s habitat.
Watch Pandora again from 2:10 to
the end.
http://www.literacyshed.com/the-sci---fi-shed.html

Pay attention to the section
where the narrator talks about
unobtainium being mined by
humans.
Make a note of any questions
you would want answering if
you were to read a paragraph
about ‘threats to habitat’ in a
report.
These will help you to focus on
what you will be writing in your
final paragraph.

Today you are going to create your final paragraph

Fear of
creatures
becoming
extinct

Breakdown of
symbiotic
relationship
between plants,
creatures and
humanoids

Human visitors
not
understanding
Pandoran
ecology

Excessive
unobtainium
mining

Worry that
food chain
could break
down due to
human activity

Threats
to
habitat

Lack of seeds
being
produced by
tree of souls
detrimental to
future
existence

Plants and
animals not
getting food they
need due to
forests being
cleared for
mining

Ecology
beginning to
break down as
more
unobtainium is
mined

Quality of
atmosphere
becoming
more toxic

Once you have thought of
some questions, or dangers
that could be faced on
Pandora, put them into a mind
map. (There is a blank version
on the next slide.)
Depending on your challenge,
you will need to think of
between 6 and 8 ideas.

Today you are going to create your final paragraph
Use this mind map to
organise your ideas.

Threats
to
habitat

Now you will be able to use your
ideas to create sentences for your
final paragraph.
Using the sentences grid to help
you, order your sentences so that
you begin with an opening
statement and the information
makes sense and flows.
You will need to select 6 - 8 of the
sentence supports that you feel
would most suit your paragraph.
Write your sentences out and hen
rearrange them so that they flow.
Check the task page to see what
you need to include.

Task:

create the final paragraph of your non-chronological report using a formal tone

Mild
Create your final paragraph with at least 6 sentences.
Medium
Create your final paragraph with 6-7 sentences. Include 3 examples of technical vocabulary.
Hot
Create your final paragraph with at least 8 sentences. Include at least 3 examples of
technical vocabulary. Add either bullet points, bold lettering, capital letters or other
presentational devices to enhance your work.

You can see examples in the WAGOLL.

WAGOLL:
Threats to habitat
Threats to Pandora’s ecosystem are serious: humans’ constant
mining activity, lack of respect of the planet’s ecology and
deforestation will eventually cause life on the planet to cease.
Despite the atmosphere being toxic to humans, they return
frequently to mine unobtainium due to being the most efficient
super conductor known to exist. As mining becomes more intense,
biologists are worried that the complex food chain that exists on
Pandora could break down. This will result in the awe-inspiring and
dangerous creatures who exist in this ecosystem losing their
bioluminescent qualities. Sadly, the longer humans continue to
mine on Pandora, many beautiful creatures will become
endangered and, ultimately, extinct.

Plenary:
When you have finished, read through your
paragraph.
• Check and edit your final paragraph.
If you have time, look back through the other paragraphs
that you have written ready for tomorrow where you will
be writing out the complete report.

Reflection:
Lesson 7
L.O.: To create a paragraph using grammatical
structures for a formal tone
I can create a paragraph using grammatical structures for a
formal tone
I can also create a paragraph using vocabulary and
grammatical structures for a formal tone
I can even use a wide range of vocabulary and grammatical
structures for a formal tone

Answers
were

go



takes

Rewrite the incorrect sentences so that
the subject and verb agree.

were

go
takes

I went to the library and did my homework.
They saw their friends at the cinema.
I went to the circus with my aunt and uncle.

